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ABSTRACT 
 
Learning from the multidimensional data has been an interesting concept in the field of machine 

learning. However, such learning can be difficult, complex, expensive because of expensive data 

processing, manipulations as the number of dimension increases. As a result, we have 

introduced an ordered index-based data organization model as the ordered data set provides 

easy and efficient access than the unordered one and finally, such organization can improve the 

learning. The ordering maps the multidimensional dataset in the reduced space and ensures that 

the information associated with the learning can be retrieved back and forth efficiently. We have 

found that such multidimensional data storage can enhance the predictability for both the 
unsupervised and supervised machine learning algorithms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Searching, classifying, predicting the multidimensional data have been the most interesting 
applications of today’s machine learning algorithms [1],[2]. As the number of dimensions, size of 

data increase, so does the overall complexity of pre-processing, searching, classifying or 

predicting such data sets using machine learning algorithms [3]. To overcome such complexity, 
we have introduced a data organization model that can enhance overall learning outcome while 

keeping the necessary information associated with the learning in a reduced dimensional space.  

The multidimensional data requires high dimensional data storage, access models. There are 
several high dimensional data organization models as SR-tree [4], R-tree [5], kd-tree [6]. These 

are tree-based data organization models that follow the complexity of tree while inserting, 

deleting multidimensional data. One of the recent patents from Google [7] has explained the 

methods of searching the multidimensional dataset by mapping the data to the nodes in the 
multidimensional hyperspace. However, we are interested to design a data organization model for 

the multidimensional data in a reduced space that has efficient data access, manipulation schema 

along with the stored information that can be used in the learning outcome of the machine 
learning algorithms. 
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To design such multidimensional data organization model, we have introduced a 
multidimensional index-based data organization model that can be used in the machine learning 

algorithm. This data organization model is ordered on the Euclidean norm and stores the original 

index position along with the Euclidean norm of the datasets. This ordering allows searching in 

logarithmic time and index mapping to the original database in constant time. As a result, the 
overall data organization model provides a reduced space along with the original index-Euclidean 

norm pair that can be reused in the machine learning computation enhancing the overall learning 

outcome. 
 

The following sections and subsections explain the overall data organization model, its 

applications on the supervised, unsupervised machine learning models, implementations, results 
and analysis. 

 

2. DATA ORGANIZATION MODEL 
 

The data organization model is a two-dimensional map (e.g. reduced space) of the original 
multidimensional dataset (e.g. Fig. 1) that keeps the information (e.g. original index position and 

Euclidean norm) by the increasing order of the Euclidean norm of the datasets. As a result, this 

information can be accessed and reused efficiently. As for example, the Euclidean norm can be 
reused in the Euclidean distance [8], cosine similarity [9] calculation etc. Additionally, such 

ordered data organization model can provide the searching spaces for a point of interest that can 

enhance finding its nearest neighbours, clusters etc. Thus, the ordered index-based database 

provides important information that can enhance the predictability of the machine learning 
algorithms. We have provided further details in the following subsections. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Original multidimensional datasets and ordered index-based data organization model. 

 

2.1. Ordered Index-Based Database 
 
The ordered database is organized from the original data source. It is ordered by the Euclidean 

norm and stores both the original index position and the Euclidean norm. As a result, the 

Euclidean norm can be mapped to the original index position of the data directly. This index and 
Euclidean norm can be stored as a pair to a hash table that forms the ordered database (e.g. Fig. 

1). 

 
The Euclidean norm of an n dimensional vector (e.g. x) has the following formula: 

 

Euclidean_norm(x) =                              (1) 
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The Euclidean distance between the two multidimensional vector (e.g. x, y) has the following 

formula: 

 

Euclidean_distance(x,y) =   
 

    (2) 

 

=  [e.g. expanding 2 formula] (3) 
 

=  

 

[e.g. from (1)] (4) 
 

Hence, the unknown part of formula (4) is the dot product of the two vectors. The rest is available 

from the Euclidean norm of the database. This can be reused in calculating the cosine similarity 
of the two multidimensional vectors as suggested by the following cosine formula: 

 

                                     (5) 

 
The denominator part of (5) is also available from the database. Additionally, such organization 

of the multidimensional data sets provides the nearest neighbour searching space for a dataset. It 

means that the nearest neighbours for a data can exist within a minimum distance between two 

immediate neighbours of the dataset as it is explained in Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Index vs Euclidean Norm of the ordered database. The nearest neighbours of z exist in the circle 

having the radius of the minimum distance of its immediate neighbour (e.g. a). 

 

We find from the Fig. 2 is that the two immediate neighbours are one index up and down (e.g. 

left and right of z in Fig. 2) respectively from the index position of the data of interest in the 
ordered database. Next, the minimum Euclidean distance between these two immediate 

neighbours provides the searching space (e.g. radius of the circle in Fig. 2) for the nearest 
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neighbours of the dataset of interest. The index positions of the dataset in the ordered database 
can be retrieved in logarithmic time by the binary search and then their original index position in 

the database in constant time (e.g. Fig. 1). As a result, the ordered database can provide the 

searching space information that can be used in the supervised and unsupervised machine 

learning algorithms. The overall searching space for a point of interest along with the reusage of 
the above computations has been listed as Algorithm 1: Nearest Neighbour Searching Algorithm 

(NNSA) below. 

 

ALGORITHM 1: Nearest Neighbor Searching Algorithm (NNSA) 

Function NNSA (x, ordered_db, original_db): 

Input: A point (x), ordered database (ordered_db), original database (original_db). 
Output: Two immediate neighboring index (e.g. ui, di) of x. 

index_pos_x, euclidean_norm_x = ordered_db[x] 

index_up = index_pos_x+1 
index_down = index_pos_x-1 

xu, euclidean_norm_up = ordered_db[index_up]  

xd, euclidean_norm_down = ordered_db[index_down] 

x1 = original_db[xu] 
x2 = original_db[xd] 

 

 
d = min (d1, d2) 

d_up = euclidean_norm_x - d 
d_down = euclidean_norm_x+d 

ui = ordered_db[d_down] 

di = ordered_db[d_up] 
return ui, di 

 

2.2. An Organized Data Model Based Supervised Learning 
 

The supervised learning model requires the labelled data sets for learning and predicting the 

outcome. This labelling information is used during the training steps. The model executes 
different types of computations (e.g searching, comparing etc.) at the training phase. We have 

explained how the ordered index-based database can enhance such computations as well as 

learning the outcome in this subsection. 

 
We have used the K nearest neighbour (KNN) supervised learning model [10] as this is one of the 

most fundamental supervised learning algorithms. In KNN algorithm, the neighbours for a new 

point of interest in the dataset are the K closest instances. To locate such K nearest neighbours, 
the algorithm must first calculate the Euclidean distance between each record of the dataset and 

the point of interest. Finally, it must sort all the datasets by their distances to the point of interest 

to get the K required instances. There are several attempts to optimize the KNN using a multi-
step query processing strategy [8], GPU computing [11]. However, we are interested to optimize 

the learning outcome of the KNN using the NNSA.  

 

The NNSA can provide the KNNs for a point of interest while searching around the point. The 
searching space can be increased by the same minimum amount of the radius of the searching 
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space if the required number of nearest neighbours is not found within the initial searching space. 
Additionally, the ordered database can be reused again to find the KNNs for a new point of 

interest. Thus, this model helps avoiding repetitive expensive sort, computation operations. The 

overall KNN algorithm using the NNSA has been listed as Algorithm 2: KNN Algorithm using 

NNSA below. 
 

ALGORITHM 2: KNN Algorithm using NNSA 

Function K_NNSA (x, ordered_db, original_db, k, neighbor_list): 

Input: A point (x), ordered database (ordered_db), original database (original_db), number of 

neighbors (k) of x, list of nearest neighbors (neighbor_list) of x. 

Output: List of nearest neighbors (neighbor_list) of x. 
ui, di = NNSA (x, ordered_db, original_db) 

neighbor_counter = 0 

neighbor_list = [] 
u0 = ui 

d0 = di 

while neighbor_counter  <= k  do 

 if u0 – k <= 0 then 
  u0 = u0 – k 

 end if  

              if d0 + k < length(original_db) then 
  d0 = d0 + k 

 end if 

             up = u0 
             down = d0 

while up <= down do 

index_pos_up = ordered_db[up] 

label_pos_up = original_db[index_pos_up] 
if  label_pos_up == x[label_index] then 

neighbor_counter = neighbor_counter + 1 

 
neighbor_list. 

add(original_db[index_pos_up]) 

end if 
index_pos_down = ordered_db[down] 

label_pos_down = original_db[index_pos_down] 

              if label_pos_down == x[label_index] then 

neighbor_counter = neighbor_counter + 1 
neighbor_list. 

add(original_db[index_pos_up]) 

 end if 
                    up = up + 1 

                    down = down -1 

  if length(neighbor_list) == k then 

   return neighbor_list 

end while 

end while 

return neighbor_list 
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2.3. An Organized Data Model based Unsupervised Learning 
 

The unsupervised learning algorithm does not require labelled datasets [12], rather can learn from 
the unlabelled datasets. The existing K-means clustering algorithms calculate the Euclidean 

distance among the centroids of the clusters and the points until the convergence [13], [14]. As a 

result, the overall computation involved here are repetitive and thus, expensive. However, we 
have organized the data such that this repetitive calculation can be reduced from multiple times to 

single one. Additionally, the NNSA can also determine the minimum no. of clusters and finally, 

this can be used to determine the optimum no. of clusters. 

 
The ordered database can provide the minimum number of clusters by selecting the mid index 

point (e.g. centroid) of the ordered database and then determining its searching space (e.g. Fig. 3) 

by the NNSA. Next, this step can be repeated for the rest of the datasets above and below the 
searching space of the mid index point until it covers the ordered database. Finally, this minimum 

no. of clusters can be reduced to the optimum no. of clusters by applying agglomerative [15], 

divisive [16], hierarchical [17] clustering algorithms. 
 

The optimum number of clusters can be determined where the number of clusters and within 

cluster sum of squares (WCSS) [18] begins to level off (e.g. elbow method). The WCSS is 

defined as the sum of the squared distance between each member of the cluster (e.g., x) and its 
centroid (e.g., c) and has the following formula: 

 

                                          (6)  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Cluster formation by the ordered index-based database. Cluster 1 starts from the mid indexed 

vector x (e.g. mid: x in the figure). Similar vectors belong to different clusters depending on the Euclidean 

distance between the centroid and the cluster 
 

Our proposed ordered database can provide the Euclidean norms to the formula (6) and thus, can 
enhance the overall computation. The overall K-means algorithm using the NNSA has been listed 

as Algorithm 3: K-means Algorithm using NNSA below. 
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ALGORITHM 3: K-Means Algorithm using NNSA 

Function K-Means_NNSA(x, ordered_db, original_db, centroid_list): 

Input: Midpoint (x), ordered database (ordered_db), original database (original_db), list of 
centroids (centroid_list). 

Output: List of centroids (centroid_list). 

up, down = NNSA (x, ordered_db, original_db) 
centroid_list = [] 

centroid_list.add(original_db[x]) 

up = up / 2 

n_points = down – up 
max_size = length(original_db) 

while up > 0 do 

l, r = NNSA (up, ordered_db, original_db) 
 l = l – (n_points/2) 

               if l < 0 then 

  l = 0 

 end if 
               r = r + (n_points/2) 

               if r >= down-1 then 

  r = down-1 
add the point at the up index along with l, r to the centroid list 

centroid_list.add(original_db[up]) 

                            break 

 end if 

              up = up / 2 

end while 

down = down + (n_points/2) 
while down < max_size do 

l, r = NNSA (down, ordered_db, original_db) 

l = l – (n_points/2) 
               if l < 0 then 

  l = 0 

 end if 
               r = r + (n_points/2) 

               if r >= max_size then 

  r = max_size - 1 

 centroid_list.add(original_db[down]) 
                            break 

 end if 

              down = down + n_points / 2 

end while 

return centroid_list 

 

3. IMPLEMENTATIONS 
 
All the algorithms above have been implemented in python version 3 [19]. The ordered database 

of the NNSA is a python dictionary of the pair of original index position and Euclidean norm of 

the multidimensional dataset. As result, this original index position can be mapped to the position 
of the dataset in the original database directly. We have used the existing python libraries to sort 

the dictionary by the Euclidean norm. The above three algorithms are three different python 
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subroutines where the KNN and K-Means subroutines both interact with the NNSA subroutine. 
Finally, all the subroutines along with the databases have been incorporated into a python class 

file.  

 

4. RESULTS 
 

We have introduced an index-based data organizational model for the multidimensional data in a 

reduced space to improve the predictability of the learning algorithms. The reduced space is a 
two-dimensional space (e.g. a pair of original index and Euclidean norm) for the 

multidimensional dataset. The organization of this reduced space requires the dataset to be sorted 

by the Euclidean norm. Hence, there are some computations involved in the organization of the 

data model. The computations include calculating the Euclidean norm, sorting by that norm and 
finally, inserting as a pair of original index and Euclidean norm of the dataset into a dictionary. 

We have defined the time required for such computations as the data model organization time and 

analysed the effect of increasing the no. of dimensions, sizes of the datasets (e.g. Fig. 4, 5 
respectively). 

 
 

Figure 4. No. of dimensions vs Execution time of the data organization model for a fixed size data (e.g. 1 

million). 
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Figure 5. Data size vs execution time of the model for a fixed dimension size (e.g. 200). 

We have executed the NNSA on an eight-core intel i7 2.60 GHz, 16 GB main memory PC and 
received the above performance. It is evident that the NNSA algorithm requires more computing 

resources for large size multidimensional datasets and can be further improved while 

incorporating the computing power of the graphical processor unit (e.g. GPU) [20]. 
 

Next, we have compared our model with the existing models from the scikit-learn package [21]. 

We have used the iris dataset [22] to compare between the models that use the NNSA and that 

don’t. We have found that the KNN model that uses the NNSA show better accuracy irrespective 
to the no. of neighbours than that doesn’t (e.g. Fig. 6). As we have already explained in the 

previous sections that the NNSA provides the searching space of the nearest neighbours for the 

point of interest enhancing the overall accuracy of the model. The higher accuracy of the KNN 
with the NNSA requires some little extra time as well (e.g. Fig. 7). 

 

Next, we have tested the above dataset in the K-means algorithms that use the NNSA and don’t 
respectively. We found that the minimum no. of clusters suggested by the K-means with NNSA 

are eight whereas it is four as suggested by the traditional K-means algorithm (e.g. Fig. 8). The 

NNSA can determine the minimum no. of clusters by providing the minimum searching space for 

a point of interest and thus, can help to predict the optimum no. of clusters by forming single 
clusters following agglomerative, hierarchical approaches [23].   

 

 
 

Figure 6.  Model performance with and without the NNSA. The KNN with the NNSA shows constant 

accuracy over the no. of nearest neighbours. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. KNN with and without NNSA versus Execution Time (s). The higher accuracy of the KNN with 

NNSA is responsible for some extra time 
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Figure 8. Error vs no. of clusters to determine optimum no. of clusters required for the iris dataset. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
We have introduced an index-based data organization model for the multidimensional dataset and 

explained how this organization can enhance the predictability of both the supervised and 

unsupervised machine learning algorithms. The analysis of the multidimensional data increases 
as the no. of dimension increases [24]. We have explained that this complexity of analysis can be 

reduced by organizing the dataset in a reduced space. Our approach is simple, easy to understand 

and can be integrated with the existing machine learning algorithms. We have used the Euclidean 

norm as a metric of the data sorting and next, this has been reused in the calculations involved in 
the distance-based learning algorithms. Similar way, other metrics that have repeating usages in 

the learning algorithms can be applicable in this data organization model to further improve the 

predictability, data accessibility and overall computing efficiency of such algorithms. 
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